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God’s on the Thrown (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

  God’s on tha thrown, let it be known 

  Yes, here we go, word seed is sown (4 times) 

Verse 1: 

  Urgency of the spirit hustle is a given lessons we are livin’ 

  To the rhythm hear it 

  Yeah like Byron---still skyin’---we clearin’ keep the word or  

  You can fear it 

 

Over time we all will overstand the rap was part of the 

process long term to work it out through peace 

Lostless because it’s all to the good n that’s the global hood 

So try ta pray and lift the very least. 

 

Just one rhyme that’s right  line your crew up now 

I excite the bites that hate through the night 

Had to fight n we’re droppin’ knowledge to ignite truth for  

everyone so it’s off tha chest we share a Brotherly right 
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Spiritual royalty since they wanna know 

Now I understand the warfare steady as she go 

Nuff a who’s the bitch up here all equal 

That’s where it ends smashin’ evil low glow now you know 

 

Hook: 

  God’s on tha thrown, let it be known 

  Yes, here we go, word seed is sown (4 times) 

 

Verse 2: 

 

Cash teachin’ cash we’re fast n they’re furious 

Spaz like he said it you know they get delirious 

Too emotional but that’s better than the violence 

And part of rap so owlin have a moment silence 

 

Brutha Brotha Sistah Sistah timeless Twin statement for  

histo---ry…and that’s reality even death stars know the 

truth or there’s a penalty 
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Ice cream because the story needs attention 

Light screams because they missed on intervention 

We reach the farms streets stores and every cubicle 

We teach the team mutually and then we’re equal 

 

Settin’ it straight from the the liars, K and I are on the same  

team, just how he is we movin’ higher 

let it deal let it flow only up forward in the tunes and cash  

rules with no retire (4X---echoes) 

 

Hook: 

  God’s on tha thrown, let it be known 

  Yes, here we go, word seed is sown (4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace to all the Invests, O.C.O.s (a 4X trade plan that 

involves “Order Cancel’s Order”…a technique to enter a 

trade regardless of price direction…) 

Only up… 
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Capital preservation, Risk Management, then Profit 

Maximization is possible….much love peace… 

Prayers for all the Prisoners of Hope and Respect to all the 

Freedom Fighters out there…peace! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

 


